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Stepping Out of your Day-to-Day Alligators

The Third Annual Southeastern Media Institute was held june 10-23, 1991 in
Columbia, South Carolina. Five week long courses andfive weekend seminars were taught
by guest media artists to participants that included independent and commercial media
producers as well as educators, writers and students.
For information on the next Southeastern Media Institute to be held during the summer of 1992 contact the South Carolina Arts Commission Media Arts Center, 1800
Gervais Street, Columbia, South Carolina 29201.
Betsy Newman
he Confederate flag still flies over the State House in Columbia, South Carolina,
and brass stars mark where the Union cannon balls hit. And at the Capitol
Restaurant down the hill, it feels like they sling legislative dirt along with the
grits and sausage. But don't let Columbia's provincial feel fool you. This slow-moving
town on the Congaree River is home to one of the country's major media centers, an
important PBS station, and an inspired annual offering of seminars, workshops and
screenings - the Southeastern Media Institute.
Now in its third year, the Institute is the brainchild of Michael Fleishman, former
Director of the South Carolina Art Commission's Media Arts Center, and the Media
Center is its primary sponsor. It is the South's answer to the Rockport seminars-two
weeks of affordable ($250 per week course if you register early), intensive courses in
film, video and radio production, as well as two weekends of seminars. For me, a native
South Carolinian transplanted to New York, it has also been a reason to visit the peculiar, special place that is and is not my home.
This was my second year on the faculty of the Media Institute. I was scheduled to
teach during the second week, so I decided to arrive early and attend one of the weekend seminars (gratis to faculty). I got to Columbia on Friday night, June 14, in time- I
thought- for the screening party for first-week participants. After changing clothes at
the hotel, I asked the desk clerk to call a cab, and was told that I might have to wait
awhile. 45 minutes later the taxi arrived and for another 45 we drove around looking
for the McKissick Museum-and the party. When we arrived the party was over and I
was in the strange mood I often find myself in when first returning to the South, a mixture of angst and amusement, an uptight Yankee caught in the Southern time frame
like a fly in sweet molasses. But by the next day I had ceased to struggle, enchanted
once again by the combination of good manners, intelligence and self-deprecation that
is the South at its best.
I've been returning to South Carolina all my life, originally to spend summers and
Christmases with my grandmother. Now I go in a conscious effort to maintain ties with
my family and the Southerner in myself. It was on one such visit several years ago that
I discovered the South Carolina Arts Commission's Media Arts Center, a wealth of
video equipment and kindred spirits, especially Mike Fleishman and Susan Leonard,
Director of Media Exhibitions.
Although it is a South Carolina state agency, the Media Center with support from
the NEA and the MacArthur Foundation serves the entire 10 state region, a concept
foreign to most New Yorkers, whose regional feeling usually extends down the block.
Southerners, on the other hand, see themselves as sharing a vast geographic area, a
cultural homeland and a state of mind. The Media Institute grew out of a desire on
Fleishman's part to network independents on a regional scale. He was a natural networker. In 1987 he organized a satellite teleconference between the Media Center,
Georgia Public Television, SCETV, the Image Film/Video Center in Atlanta, and the
film offices of both states. The topic was Producing Independent Features and brought
together various distinguished independent directors, producers and distributors via
the air waves. In February of 1990 Fleishman and the Media Center produced the innovative "New View" satellite distribution scheme.
Fleishman conceived of the Media Institute as a way for Southern independents to
meet each other, upgrade their skills and learn to navigate the waters of funding and
national distribution. He also wanted to break down regionalism to a certain extent by
bringing in people from other parts of the country and exposing them to the talent and
expertise of independents in the South. To achieve this, he marshaled the forces of
just about every arts and/or media-related organization in Columbia, including the
University of South Carolina Media Arts Department, which has provided indispensable interns; South Carolina ETY, which gives space, staff and equipment in exchange
for staff enrollment in courses at the Institute; the South Carolina Film Office, the
McKissick Museum and the Columbia Museum of Art. There are also several corpo-
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Folklorist Nick Spitzer (r.) and Pappy Sherrill during an interview for the
Folklore on the Radio class. (photo by Glenn Hare)

Hollywood cinematographer John LeBlanc with students on location during
his weeklong class on Cinematography.
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Video artist Stephen Roszell (r.) with students during his weeklong class on
Video Editing.

Video artist Betsy Newman teaches students during her class Video in the Classroom.

Hollywood Director/Producer/Editor Thomas
Fucci taught a weekend seminar on Ftlm
Editing.

rate sponsors, including Kodak, Clairmont Camera and Hollywood Rentals. The
Institute has the feeling of an event-everybody in town is involved.
Most of the 190 students attending this year- up from 175 last year- were from the
region. This is not to say that students from elsewhere aren't welcome - over 4,000
postcards advertising the Institute were sent out nationally. I talked to participants
from Louisiana, North Carolina, Tennessee, South Carolina, Georgia, Philadelphia and
one from North Dakota, who couldn't explain how she got on the mailing list. Jan
Schochet, a folklorist from Chapel Hill and Asheville, told me that she had considered
Rockport, but it seemed distant and expensive.
In addition to getting bigger, I think the Media Institute got better this year. It was
more hands-on, with a wide variety of classes taught by independents from around the
country and a few Hollywood types. During the first week, Vanalyne Green from the
Art Institute of Chicago taught her inventive brand of personal documentary in a course
called ''Video Produetion: Blending-Fact and J:i'iction," and NewYork indy Ellen Spiro
taught "Low Budget Video and Social Activism." Her students made a documentary
on the afore-mentioned Confederate flag at the State House and one of them, Lisa Hall,
told me she learned more in that week than she had in three years in college. Steve
Ross, a producerI director from Tennessee, taught the nuts and bolts of independent
production and Peter Byck, a Hollywood-based music video director, made a music
video with his class. They shot a local band, Blighto Body, in one of the old warehouses
lining the river, where most area bands rehearse, and generated a lot of excitement
among resident rock-and-rollers.
Since I wasn't there for the first week, I can't report on the nightly screenings, but
I can tell you they were a major part of the second week. Columbia has that rare commodity, an art movie house, the Nickelodeon, which devotes a major portion of its
schedule during the Institute to screenings of work by the faculty. The tiny theater
was packed every night and the makers were there to discuss their work, resulting in
something that's hard to achieve in a larger city- a sense of the artist as part of a nur-

turing community. For me, having spent the entire Reagan era in New York, where I
have seen artists brought to their knees by rising real estate costs and diminishing
funding, these screenings were like water in the desert.
The work that elicited the most response was particularly Southern, including a
video about Hurricane Hugo made by video artist Don Patterson, folklorist Gail
Matthews and a group of fifth-graders, and Steve Roszell's Writing on Water, a quirky
documentary tragicomedy set in Kentucky. After it was screened, Roszell, a Kentucky
documentarian based in Chicago, explained that he likes to show the piece in the South
because it gets a better reception. He said it was once introduced at a screening outside the region as "a story about stupid Hillbillies who writhe for a few minutes, then
die." This got a big laugh from the Nickelodeon audience.
Courses in the second week ran the gamut from low-end to high, with my class
''Video in the Classroom" or "How to Make a Video with One Camcorder, Thirty Kids
andNo Money,:...OCcupying the low-tech slot. This class turned out to be a lot of fun.
My students were a creative, eclectic bunch - two ETV staffers, a painter, an anthropologist, a college A/V tech, several teachers and a filmmaker - who thoroughly
explored the possibilities of the camcorder. Using a Panasonic VHS Reporter, we did
video stop-action with virtually no pre-roll, simulated a dog's POV by strapping the
camera to a skateboard and taping dog-hair over the lens, re-scanned and inserted
puppets into a Nintendo game, and recorded slide and overhead projector images.
At the technical high-end was John LeBlanc's cinematography class. LeBlanc is a
Hollywood-based D.P. who brought a bit ofTinsel-town glamour with him to Columbia,
as well as an enormous amount of hardware, including a crane. Actually, the lights for
his course were donated by Hollywood Rentals in Charlotte, N.C.- another example
of how the Institute mobilized forces in the area, as well as involving the burgeoning
Carolina film industry. Lighting and shooting one scene from a feature, LeBlanc's students rotated crew positions and got a taste of the big time.
Peter Wentworth, co-producer of Metropolitan, taught "Producing Independent
Features" and Steve Roszell taught ''Video Editing", the class which was most in
demand. Thanks to Gail Matthews, who was Project Coordinator of the Institute,
"Folklore on the Radio," was offered for the first time this year. Taught by Nick Spitzer,
a folklorist with a specialty in traditional music who produces for NPR and Radio
Smithsonian, this class attracted a number of folklorists to the Institute, adding a new
dimension to the regional focus. I coveted Spitzer's hardware - an incredibly small
DATWalkman that records a very large, lovely sound.
Spitzer's class produced a piece for NPR on local country musicians that included
a field recording trip to Bill's Pickin' Parlor, a Friday night jam session of area banjo,
guitar and fiddle players in the back of a musical instrument store. I went along for
the local color and got a big kick out of hearing some outstanding banjo picking and
several renditions of "Jesus is My Road Map." The visit to Bill's also afforded me my
most surreal moment of the week: John Le Blanc standing by the door explaining how
next year he's going to shoot these musicians- on a porch! -with, get this! -TRUCKS
going by! "I've got it, I've got it," he exclaimed as he ran off to his next appointment.
The other element in the Institute's full schedule is the series of weekend seminars.
Whereas the week-long courses emphasize production, the weekends focus on lecture and discussion and cost from $50-$100. This year they covered "Scriptwriting" by
USC's Don Bohlinger, "Film Editing" by Hollywood Producer/Director/Editor
Thomas Fucci, 'The Amiga" by Robert Edgar, 'Television Documentary Production"
by PBS Producer Lawrence Pitkethly and "Film Criticism" by Chicago Reader Film
Critic Jonathan Rosenbaum. I attended "Producing Documentaries for Television",
taught by Lawrence Pitkethly, producer of the acclaimed ''Voices and Visions" series
on American poets. I found two days of listening to the mad Irishman of public TV

USC's film professor Don Bohlinger taught a weekend seminar on Scriptwriting.

Independent Director/Producer Steven J.
Ross (l.) with students during his weeklong
course Producing and Directing the
Independent Film/Video.

Video artist Vanalyne Green taught a
weeklong class on Video Production:
Blending Fact and Fiction.

Students on location during Ellen Spiro's weeklong Low Budget Video and Social
Activism class.

stimulating; he was quite generous with his information, and discussed every student's
pet project with enough encouragement not to dash anyone's hopes, while still providing a serious reality check. I wasn't able to stay for Chicago film critic Jonathan
Rosenbaum's seminar, but I wanted to. He puts film criticism in a political/ social context which I find increasingly lacking, as the popularity of the "Siskel and Ebert'' school
grows. One evening during the week he screened Charles Burnett's Killer of Sheep
and led a rousing discussion, beginning with the information that after almost ten
years, this fine film still doesn't have a distributor. Rosenbaum told me that someone
once described him as "the film critic who's not all thumbs."
The Southeastern Media Institute, from what I can tell, is a whopping success. A lot
of the students stay for two weeks, and everybody I talked to felt they got their money's
worth, and more. It is a miracle of organization for a small state agency to pull off, and
it offers a satisfying blend of production skills and critical reflection. By the way, if
you're thinking of going, cheap housing is available on the USC campus, and the
Institute has designated a different restaurant for dinner each night, so that people
can eat together. Also, if I had only read the information in my packet, my taxi ride
from hell would never have happened - Institute staff are available by beeper around-
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the-clock. Plans for next year were percolating hard and fast by the time I left- a possible connection with Image in Atlanta; an advanced film production class, shot on 35
mm; and - sorely needed - more scholarships, especially to encourage minority students to attend.
Perhaps the greatest benefit of something like the Southeastern Media Institute is
the opportunity for people of similar interests to get together and schmooze, with no
other demands on their time. Coke Arial, a writer/producer from Durham, NC, who
describes himself as "independently self-unemployed" told me that he had attended
the Institute to "step out of his day-to-day alligators." First he tried to tell me that this
had something to do with an old Southern saw about what happens to the alligators
when you drain the pond. I was confused. But then he went on to explain that it was
really about getting out of your rut, meeting people, networking. Alligators be damned,
now I know what he means - and I recommend it.

Betsy Newman is an independent video producer.
All photos this article by Dennis Hasty (with exception p.l photo by Glenn Hare)
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On July 11, 1991, after a brief illness, Michael Fleishman, Director of
Media Arts and Information for the South Carolina Arts Commission,
died of cancer.
As a tribute to him, the Arts Commission has established a Michael
Fleishman Media Scholarship Fund.
Those interested in participating may
contact the South Carolina Arts
Commission Media Arts Center by
calling (803) 734-8696.
A leader in the national media arts
community, Michael founded and
directed the Southeastern Media
Institute and the NewView Satellite
Teleconference, serving as executive
producer.
He was a graduate of the University
of Florida, studied cinema and
photography at Polytechnic of Central
London, England, and was a master's
degree candidate at Ohio University. He
was an award-winning filmmaker,
directing and producing films and video
prqductions, including "A Southern
Film Experience," co-produced with SC
Educational Television.

Music Video Producer Peter Byck (r.) and student on location during
the weeklong class Music Video Production.
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He was a member of the board of directors of the International Center
for 8mm and Video, the National Alliance of Media Arts Centers and the
Athens Center for Film and Video. He was former chairman of the state
Arts Commission Artist Development Department and director of the
Fellowships Program, served on panels
for the National Endowment for the
Arts, the Atlanta Independent Film and
Video Festival, the Contemporary Arts
Center in New Orleans, Sinking Creek
Film Celebration of Nashville, Tenn.,
the Red River Revel Film Festival and
the Southern Arts Federation Regional
Filmmaker Tour.
In addition to his numerous
contributions to media arts throughout
the state and across the nation, Michael
will be deeply missed for his
enthusiasm, dedication, generous and
caring nature and ever-present sense of
humor.

MICHAEl BEN FLEISHMAN

1950~1991

falling down the
endless hole) being
the most prized,
becomes the movie's central trope. The work's narrator,
whose words are spoken by the
.dlmmaker herself, speculates about
,:he relation between truth, factuality, and
J.ictional embroidery that may occur during
.;uch memory-trading:
She knew she didn't make up those traded
memories. But she also knew that they weren't
always true. "Just improvise as you go," he told
her. "More of the truth will be there than you want
to admit."
Memory, then, and the use of memory to comprehend life, becomes Left Handed Memories' central preoccupation, as indicated in the movie's opening
aphorism, presented to the viewer in printed titles,
"Life can only be understood backwards, but must be

Left Handed Memories.
Michele Fleming.
1989.
16mm. Color. 15m.

George Lellis
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ichele Fleming's recent
short films, Left Handed
Memories and Private

Property (public
domain), are complex, daunting movies whose subtleties and beauties become fully apparent only on
about a third viewing. They partake of a tension or
balance that has always characterized avant-garde
film, a tension between the filmmaker's desire for
spontaneous self-expression and a contradictory formalist urge to emphasize carefully devised patterns
of composition, movement and editing. In Fleming's
works the formalist side peculiarly both enhances and
inhibits the autooiography, in that her complex structures form a challenging, protective shell around the
movies' intimate confessional content. One penetrates that shell only gradually.
Michele Fleming constructs Left Handed Memories
around a loose, poetic voice-over narration that describes a woman's dreamlike experience offalling "for
years and years" into a seemingly endless hole, as a
man to whom she is close watches from increasing
distance. This story, if one can call it that, is difficult
to follow on first viewing, in part because it is
metaphor presented as though it were factual, in part
because the images do little to clarify it directly.
Private Property (public domain) is even more
oblique, using images and verbal descriptions of sea
shells, the beach, and water as counterpoint to another voice-over description of a withdrawn woman. Both
films are detached, dreamy, and filled with self-referential elements and references to earlier artists and
works. Both are constructed, collage-style, out of
mixed color and black-and white film footage, verbal
narration, sound effects, and printed titles, which get
assembled and recombined in constant variation.
The title of Left Handed Memories refers to a description that occurs late in the film of people sitting around
indoors during a snowstorm, trading their memories
like baseball cards. One of the characters is like a cardtrader who always, for some unknown reason, favors
left-handed baseball players. This metaphoric equation of memories to baseball cards, with the uncommon or deviant memory (such as the memory of

lived forwards." One realizes by the work's end that
Fleming has extended her metaphor to include cinema itself as a mechanism of physicalll1emory, witheach frame of film becoming its own baseball card, its
own unit of memory. In an opening section the filmmaker introduces the story of the falling woman over
soft focus images of a female nude in a kind of prenatal position. The filmmaker then begins to introduce rephotographed film footage, first of some
academy leader, then of bits and pieces of film presented as such. Some are rephotographed as strips,
but in clearly moving projection; others are blurred
in motion, as though the sprockets have not been
properly engaged during projection; still others,
appearing later, are lined up as motionless lengths of
film. For one extended segment, Fleming presents
this footage of film alternating in an exaggerated shutter effect with blank screen: the flicker of the moving
film image is a part of the flicker of the imposed shutter effect we see, all of which are part of the projected image viewed by the spectator.
What makes this Chinese box of flicker effects all
the more rich is Fleming's choice of soundtrack: we
hear the wail and clatter of a railway train racing down
tracks, giving the metaphoric structure yet another
level. The filmmaker likens the filmstrip to a railway
train, the strip itself becoming the rails, the flicker
becoming the passage into and out of tunnels or darkened areas, the whole suggesting the life process as
a kind of railway trip, with remembered images passing out of sight like the frames of a movie no longer
visible.
On yet another level, however, this imagery
becomes a horizontal variant on earlier shots of the
fetal-positioned nude used by Fleming to counterpoint the story of the falling woman. "She learned to
stay in the middle, not touching anything," Fleming's
narration describes. As these shots of the woman continue, the image has been deliberately and uniformly
scratched by the filmmaker, a technique which
spreads a layer of moving vertical pencil-line stripes

Private Property
(public domain).
Michele Fleming.
1990.
16mm. Color. 1Om.

over the
image. The
result is to
suggest the
walls of the hole
into which the
woman is falling. Just
as the film passing
through the projector is
moving but produces an
apparently stable image, the
inverse occurs here: the stable image seems to move
because of its seemingly moving
surroundings. Fleming seems to
be asking: Do we fall through life? Do
we run through it like a train? Or does
it just pass us by?
Later in the film we see a progression of shots from
the.pages of a dictionary: a "b" page followed by a "c"
page, followed by an "f' page, followed by a "q" page.
The passage is similar, but words have replaced the
images, and the progression is alphabetic. In a subsequent sequence there is the same kind of progression of shots in which the filmmaker gives us a
succession of reproductions of art masterpieces from
the past, which we see the filmmaker herself re-framing so as to create a framed image within the film
image, much like the earlier film-within-the-film.
Many of these reproductions are of nudes and thus
relate back to the nude figure at the film's beginning.
Yet Fleming's reframing of them suggests turning
them into film stills, rendering them parallel to the
film frames or baseball cards she cites elsewhere.
What are words, what are pictures, if not memories
drawn from earlier experience and used to recreate
experience in a concrete, framed, formal way?
Fleming's soundtrack heard over these art reproductions includes excerpts from news broadcasts; she
juxtaposes controlled, framed images that evoke the
past and memory with a seemingly random soundtrack connoting immediate reality. The segment ends
with an empty frame-a reference, perhaps, to an
aural news report excerpt dealing with Sen. Jesse
Helms and potential art censorship.
Left Handed Memories sets up a network of
metaphors, associations and contrasts by which
Fleming links a confessional voice-over narration
(presented, though, in an ambiguously impersonal
third person "she") to a self-referential, formalist comparison between film and memory. Many of the same
techniques and stylistic devices are present in Private
Property (public domain). The later work explores
thematic material closely related to that of Left Handed
Memories, and in many ways is an extension of it.
Private Property (public domain) begins with printed titles reading "I had a beautiful collection of
seashells years ago but I gave it up. I remember nothing." Fleming shows us an attractive conch shell-in

homage, perhaps, to similar photographs by Edward
Weston-and the filmmaker returns to this image of
the seashell repeatedly. Fleming moves on to an
image of Polaroid photographs being thrown away
one by one, piling up in a box of some sort, in a way
that evokes the baseball cards of Left Handed
Memories. The filmmaker constructs a pattern whereby, as each dropped photograph reaches the ground,
Fleming cuts to black, only to return to the image as
the next one starts to float down: each falling Polaroid
suggests the frame of a film, each blackout the flicker of the shutter. Her voice-over soundtrack, recited
in an unintoned voice, says: 'The words became the
pictures. The pictures had no meaning."
Just as Left Handed Memories presents rephotographed strips of film, Private Property (public
domain) returns repeatedly to images-the conch
shell, the shoulders of a woman in a halter top, shots
of palm trees-all framed within the format of a
Polaroid snapshot. Sometimes the images become
animated within this interior framing, and move and
shift; at other times we see simply the empty Polaroid
frame, an image that not only recalls the empty frame
in Left Handed Memories, but which also goes along
with the film's dour narrator: "She doesn't take photographs any more. Sold her camera. She remembers
nothing." Fleming once more equates the photographic image to memory.
Another set of titles describes a remembered experience of repeatedly waking up in the morning to the
sound of cars crushing a gravel of seashells. The
words read, "I would awake knowing the world
around me was already in motion"-a description
strangely evocative of the passively falling heroine in
Left Handed Memories. Much of the subsequent
imagery in the film relates back to the sea and
seashells-a woman's legs stretching out in a waterfilled bathtub, a trickle-like pouring of sand onto a
table, a beach landscape with sea oats, a segment of
soundtrack that includes a maritime weather report.
Midway through Private Property, the voice-over
narration describes a little girl hiding in a corner of
her room with a shawl over her head. When her angry
parents ask her what she has been doing, she says,
'Travelling-! am travelling." We get a rapid fade in
to an extreme close up of the double yellow line of a
road, a vivid image that renders the words concrete.

At this point Fleming begins a series of images of
trees, shot with the camera moving right to left so that
the viewer seems to be moving left to right, and periodically interrupted by black screen. It is imagery that
refers obliquely to the movie's final line, in which
printed words say, "I was only passing through that
time."The mental traveling ofthe child becomes analogous to the moving camera and to the visual passing
through of the flickering film.
Near the end of the film the voice-over describes a
woman writing in her diary very slowly and deliberately: "She was afraid to make a mistake, afraid to be
misunderstood, even by herself." A printed title flashes up: "Be careful. Be careful." This sense of caution
or evasiveness permeates both films, but is particularly evident in Private Property (public domain), a
work whose title suggests the film's confessional
mode, even while its parenthetical sub-title suggests
a contradiction of this same privacy. One of the film's
very first images, shown as the opening titles are presented, is of the filmmaker herself moving to cover
up with her hand the lens of the camera, blackening
the screen. Private Property's imagery is often indirectly sensual. The repeated conch shells, sometimes
photographed in a kind of uterine pink, suggest vaginal imagery. A shot in which fingers in extreme closeup fondle the shell only reinforces this reading, one
that might see Fleming as paying homage to
American women artists like Georgia O'Keefe or Judy
Chicago.
Particularly interesting in Fleming's work is her
seeming elision of the first person "I" with the third
person "she." Although her voice-overs consistently
talk about a "she," one always has the sense that the
narrative is guarded autobiography. Her printed titles,
on the other hand, are far freer with the use of "1."
This dual-perspective, almost cubist orientation is
reinforced by a strange statement the narrator makes
at one point in Left Handed Memories, one that indicates a poetic shifting from observer to observed,
from subject to object-a shifting that also implies an
emotional detachment: "And so she only watched
[herself], just as he had once watched, and she continued in her fall." Does not making an autobiographical film provide a filmmaker with a way of
watching herself? Or consider the description in
Private Property of the main character crying out

repeatedly in her sleep, "I made the wrong confession."Whose confession is the wrong one-Fleming's
or her alter ego's?
In a recent report from the Toronto International
Experimental Film Congress, experimental filmmaker Penelope Bruitenhuis has polemicized passionately against numerous recent experimental films
which contain "Landscapes, endless superimpositions (with often seemingly arbitrary image combinations), text on screen, a lack of human beings, and
a definite detachment from contemporary political
and social issues: homage to the obscure, the complex, the profound and the challenging" ("Safe but Not
Sound," Millennium Film journal, No. 23/24, 48-51).
It is, in short, not a bad description of Fleming's work,
but one still feels compelled to defend Left Handed
Memories and Private Property (public domain) as
works that operate successfully within what may by
the 1990s have become a fairly standard experimental film vocabulary. Careful viewing of Fleming's work
reveals not arbitrary or meaningless obscurity, but
rather a tenuous tissue of allusion, metaphor and
ambiguity-an aesthetic in which holding back and
evasion are as important as expression. 1qis evasiveness becomes in itself a kind of expression: the
equivocation between "I" and "she," for example,
means something far different from "I" or "she" alone.
Is not the very process of producing art of any sort
not one of finding more indirect ways to say things
that could be expressed, albeit in a clumsier way, with
a scream or a punch or a sob? If there is a dryness, a
detachment, an aloofness to Michele Fleming's work,
it arises from her tactic of presenting her films as
works not just about her personal memories, but
about the process of memory in general. They are
works not just about personal feelings, but about the
capacity of words, sounds, pictures and movement to
embody those feelings even while these same signifiers may suppress or deflect their direct expression.

For information contact Michele Fleming, School of
the Art Institute, Film Department, jackson at
Columbus, Chicago, Illinois 60603.
George Lellis is Assistant Dean at Coker College in
Hartsville, South Carolina.

BLACK MARIA FILM &VIDEO FESTIVAL, CALL FOR ENTRIES

AN OPEN COMPETITION FOR INDEPENDENTS WORKING IN ANY AND ALL FORMATS
ENTRY DEADLINE IS NOV. 4th, 1991, Send Work, $25. entry fee, and pertinent information with
self addressed post-card to: Black Maria Film & Video Festival
c/o Dept. of Media Arts, Jersey City State College, 203 West Side Avenue, Jersey City, NJ 07305
Winning entries receive substantial cash awards and are included in a widely traveling showcase.

[Tele: (201} 200-2043]

A production still
in New York of
sculptor/painter
Dorothy Gillespie
and producer
Geny McCarthy
during the taping
of Dorothy Gillespie:
Sculptured Paintings.
(photo by
Phillip Hutcheson)

GERRY McCARTHY

Profiles of

Women Artists
GailMunde
sn't it weird how an early experience can stick with some people and almost
become a theme for their whole lives? Most kids don't pick up an obsession
like they pick up mumps, but some do, and one of them is Gerry McCarthy.
Repeated exposure to an object in his environment seems to have had an affect
on him. Living near the neighborhood of the Boston Gas Company, he had frequent occasion to drive past the storage tank that bears the design of printmaker,
Corita Kent. Somehow, this got into his head and came out as a relentless interest in contemporary American artists who also happen to be women. For the last
decade, he has devoted his time, effort and disposable income to document the
lives and work of the first activist generation of American women visual artists.
Now, with his tenth project on women artists in the works, he will likely be counted as a primary contributor to the study and understanding of what is a watershed
period in American art history. Remember, you read it here first.
As a 70's art student at Virginia Western Community College, McCarthy was
turned on to painting by Vera Dickerson, but fell hard for the "instantaneous gratification" of video. The video bug lead to a ten-year stint with Blue Ridge Public
Television, the Roanoke, Virginia PBS affiliate and his current work doing industrials, training and quality awareness videos for Hercules, Incorporated.
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Production still of Elaine de
Kooning in her New York studio
during the taping of Gerry
McCarthy's E. de K.: A Portrait.
(photo by Gerry McCarthy)

Elaine de Kooning and Gerry
McCarthy. (photo by Eric
Fitzpatrick)
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Production still of Elaine de
Kooning in her New York studio
during the taping of Gerry
McCarthy's E. de K.: A Portrait.
(photo by Eric Fitzpatrick)

Artist Corita Kent's Rainbow on
Boston Gas' 150' gas tank
overlooking Dorchester Bay in
Boston. (photo by Rick Friedman,
courtesy of Boston Gas Company)

McCarthy is interesting because he doesn't seem a bit
interested in himself. He prefers to talk about the subjects
of his video pieces and the importance of their work, rather
than himself or his work. He doesn't seem to think that he,
or what he's trying to do is at all unusual. like most videomakers, his concerns are more along the lines of ''Will
enough people see my work? Will the works be considered
and preserved as important documents? Where will production money come from next?" It is just this distance from
his own ego that must be credited as a factor in his success
against some pretty long odds.
Relying on individual subjects as material presents some
interesting concerns for the videomaker, and a whole set
of challenges not encountered in other genres. like portraiture, the videomaker must secure not only the subject's
agreement to "sit," but find a common ground of sympathy
and appreciation and at the same time, get the project shot
without compromises. His early experiences proved a good
training ground.
Consider the late 70's in artworld Manhattan-the
Guerilla Girls were on the move, "Heresies" was in publication, and women's collective galleries were being established all over. Nice white guys from Vrrginia (via Boston)
who wanted to make a piece called Feminist Perspectives
were probably not invited over to discuss it. McCarthy
describes his early contacts with the subjects of the piece,
Mary Beth Edelson and May Stevens, as being "suspicious,
but polite." Edelson was using a variety of media to portray
women as goddesses, emphasizing myth and ritual.
Stevens had gained attention from her "Big Daddy" series
of paintings, which examined racist and sexist stereotypes.
An introduction by the painter Paul Frets, also McCarthy's
former teacher and colleague at Radford College, as well
as a friendship with an earlier subject, the sculptor Dorothy
Gillespie, provided the entree.
Artist and friend Bill White of the Hollins College Art
Dept. has been another source for contacts and assistance.
Once in, McCarthy says, he learned to work quickly,
make few demands while on location in artists' studios, and
to be generally invisible. The premiere of Feminist
Perspectives was a screening for friends of the artists at
Edelson's Soho studio. McCarthy says that although the
group allowed that his piece was worthy and well-made, he
could have been chopped liver when the argument broke
out over whether or not a man should have made it. He sat
quietly and listened as the debate went on, probably thinking about how it could be made into a documentary.
This lesson in the values of patience and silence was
rewarded during a shoot for E. de K: A Portrait. Between
location work at her East Hampton studio, Elaine de
Kooning mused about the PBS crew who had come to work
on the 1982 documentary, de Kooning on de Kooning. It
seems that Willem had gotten a mid-production haircut and
the director was incensed that continuity had been compromised. Angered by this intrusion, de Kooning chased
the crew off his property. Laughing, Elaine noted that
Willem had worn a hat on camera for the rest of the project.
Twelve years and nine projects later, McCarthy has no
trouble accessing potential subjects. In fact, he has never
been turned down by an artist, but with a track record and
a portfolio, their agreement comes a little more quickly
now. By the time he contacts an artist, he has already done
considerable research and this authority establishes some
immediate credibility. McCarthy does two to three days of
intensive library research before contacting an artist and
an additional week of research to prepare fully for a loose
scripting. During this period he tries to refine and select
the high spots of an artist's life, identifying the key or turning points in her work so that he doesn't have to waste her
time with tangential events. He notes that he never, ever
asks about an artist's personal life, "If they are willing to
talkaboutit, theywillinevitablyofferit."Hisadviceforthose
who would work with creative people as subjects includes,
"Be very sensitive in deciding how to portray an artist and
her work. It's a risky effort to cram the whole of a person's
life into just 30 minutes. You have to do some serious
research, take care in what you say, and most importantly,
not make judgements about their work."
McCarthy believes that those who work as secondary
sources-critics, curators, biographers, film and video makers-have a responsibility to the primary source-the
artist-to admit their own limitations, even though they may
be innocent. He cites as an example his 1989 piece,
Captured Images: Sally Mann. Mann, a Lexington, Virginia
photographer makes provocative and controversial images

of pubescent girls. In spite of her being a well-established
and well-documented artist, McCarthy did not want to take
even the liberty of narrating his work about her. Captured
Images therefore, is narrated in the first person by Mann
herself.
McCarthy immediately corrects the assumption that he
chooses subjects whose work he particularly likes. "No, not
at all. Their work must be important in a much larger context than my personal taste, although after working with
people, you develop a real respect for what they do that
always goes beyond whether or not you like it."
To one degree or another, McCarthy has developed personal relationships with all his subjects and maintains both
interest and contact with them, but his voice warms when
he begins to talk about Elaine de Kooning. With affection
that transcends awe, he describes a spot of the glamour one
might expect when working with a larger-than-life character. "Once we took a day off the shoot at her home in East
Hampton, where she worked and lived, to go to the Boston
Museum of Fine Arts. They were showing a retrospective
of Fairfield Porter's work and she and Porter had been
friends for years. So here we went, in a chartered plane, me
and the Elaine de Kooning. She even asked the pilot to buzz
the Boston Gas Company to see Corita Kent's painted storage tank. All the times I passed it as a kid, I never thought
it would be part of my life twenty years later."
Perhaps his closesttie since de Kooning's death has been
made with the sculptor and painter Dorothy Gillespie. The
subject of both an early work, The First ofMay and his most
recent work, Sculptured Paintings, Gillespie clearly
responds to his camera and to McCarthy himself. When
asked about this, it turns out that they go back a long way,
as she was his "date" to that potentially dangerous studio
screening of Feminist Perspectives.
McCarthy's current work in progress is being done with
Faith Ringgold, who makes soft sculptures and other
objects that deal with the double bind of being female and
African-American. When asked about other artists he
would like to work with, McCarthy notes with sadness the
passing of his earliest and most subliminal influence, Co rita
Kent, to whom he will always owe a debt, then quickly
names Ida Kohlmeyer, aNew Orleans painter. So, if you're
out there reading this, Ida, call Gerry. There's something
he wants to talk to you about.

For more information contact Gerry McCarthy, 4701
12 o'clock Knob Road, Roanoke, VA 24018.
Gail Munde has a Ph.D. in library science and is former
media librarian and visiting lecturer at the University of
South Carolina. She lives in Orlando, Florida.

GERRY MCCARTIIY
A SEI.ECfED VIDEOGRAPIIY
E de K: A Portrait
28 minute video-1983
The Frrst of May: Dorothy Gillespie
28 minute video-1984
Feminist Perspectives: Mary Beth Edelson and
May Stevens
28 minute video-1984
Thundershear: Caroline Montague
27 minute video-1985
A Vision Transformed: Edna Andrade
27 minute video-1985
Still life, A Celebration of life: Janet Fish
28 minute video-1986
Web Six
60 minute video-1986
Captured Images: Sally Mann
28 minute video-1989
Dorothy Gillespie: Sculptured Paintings
26 minute video-1990

The College of Visual and Performing Arts,
Radford University, Radford, VA will begin
distributing this series in 1992. Proceeds will be
used to benefit the arts and make this series self
perpetuating.
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1991/92 SOUTHERN CIRCUIT
outhern Circuit 1991/92 is a tour of six internationally recognized independent film/video artists to
eight southeastern cities. Southern Circuit is a program of the South Carolina Arts Commission with
support from the National Endowment for the Arts and local sponsors.
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Peter Friedman
Producer/Director
Peter Friedman's new video, I Talk to
Animals is a portrait of Samantha
Khury who believes she can communicate with animals. Both humorous
and poignant, it is a study of one
woman's ability to break through barriers between the human and animal
worlds.

Ralph Arlyck
Filmmaker
Ralph Arlyck's award-winning film
Current Events is a reflective, personal look at the paradox between
one's day to day life and the mediathe dilemma that most of us face
between understanding all the information and action.

Dave Johnson
Video Director
Dave Johnson and Butch
Robinson's hilarious yet serious
video The Session follows
Bruford R. Jamison III (Eric
Payne), a young, corporateminded black, who encounters
the Drop Squad, a neo-militant
organization that sets out to
deprogram the resistant Bruford
and reacquaint him with his heritage.

Chris Sullivan
Animator
Chris Sullivan's animated films
are inventive and surrealistic.
Master ofCeremonies is about forgiving Death who is only doing
his job.Landscape with the Fall of
Icarus is an urban fairytale about
an aging priest and his dwindling
congregation.

Brady Lewis
Filmmaker
Brady Lewis' award-winning
films are playful parodies that are
engaging on many levels. The
Suicide Squeeze is a fractured film
noirwhose protagonist looks like
Orson Welles. A Metamorphosis
in Logic is a drama of an isolated
hero who is mysteriously
reduced in size.

Allie light
Filmmaker
Allie Light and Irving Saraf's lovable and energetic film In the
Shadow of the Stars goes behind
the scenes, discovering among
the choristers of the San
Francisco Opera, singers who
aspire to be soloists and dream of
being stars.

SOUTHEAST FILM

&VIDEO FELLOWSHIP AWARDS

Twenty-seven independent film and video makers from throughout the southeastern United States were
awarded media production and equipment access grants by the 1991 Southeast Media Fellowship Program,
a regional program designed to assist media artists whose work represents a creative use of film and video
as an art form. Athree member panel of :film and video experts evaluated 178 proposals requesting $990,740
in production support with total budgets estimated at $5,574,428. The 1991 SEMFP winners are:
Valencia Cannon Goodman, Atlanta, Ga., $5000 for The Black Swan, a dramatic film that explores the
difficulties black dancers face when they attempt to enter the predominately white world of Classical Ballet.
Herb E. Smith, Whitesburg, Ky., $8000 ($4000 in NEA funds matched by $4000 from the Kentucky Arts
Council) for Deputy Sheriff, a documentary film about a childhood friend of the filmmaker who now works
as a deputy sheriff.
Callie Warner, Chapel Hill, N.C., $6000 ($3000 matched by $3000 from the North Carolina Arts Council),
for Wandering in My Soul, a video documentary dealing with moments, music, and stories shared by the
people who eat at the Community Kitchen in Chapel Hill.
Bill Glasscock, Lexington, Ky., $3600 ($1800 matched by $1800 from the Kentucky Arts Council) for an
experimental animated film called just another planet... with trees.
Anne Lewis Johnson, Norton, Va., $5000 for Fast Food Women, a non-narrated video documentary that
follows a number of women as they work in fast food restaurants.
Clarence E. DuBose, Moss Point, Ms., $4000 ($2500 matched by $1500 from the Mississippi Arts
Commission) for In Search of the Colored Sacred Harp, a video documentary on the origin, development,
and future of shape-note singing in the Black church.
Pat Mire, Eunice, La., $5000 ($3000 matched by $2000 from the Louisiana Division of the Arts) for Koasati
Promise, a video documentary about Bel Abbey, a 72 year old Koasati (also known as Coushatta) Indian
craftsman and storyteller.
Doug Loggins, Decatur, Ga., $3500 for The Pasaquoyan, a videotape on the art and legend of visionary
artist Eddie Owens Martin and the Buena Vista, Ga. community where he built an amazing architectural
art wonderland.
Gayla Jamison, Atlanta, Ga., $4000 for Scraps ofLife, a documentary film about women in Chile who are
family of the detained-disappeared and who express their experience in folk art called "arpilleras".
Rebecca Karst, Coral Gables Fl., $4000 for Colored Glass, a documentary film on four Florida women writers that will interweave letters, old manuscripts, archival photographs, interviews, and short dramatizations.
Doug Deneen, Durham, N.C., $2000 ($1000 matched by $1000 from the North Carolina Arts Council) to
produce a series of short experimental videos that explore visual and musical relationships.
Walter Brock, Lexington, Ky., $3000 ($1500 matched by $1500 from the Kentucky Arts Council) for a
video documentary-essay that will explore the history and evolution of Lexington, Ky. and the surrounding Bluegrass region.
Richard Sampson, Columbia, S.C., $3000 ($1500 matched by $1500 from the South Carolina Arts
Commission) for Taxi Ride, a short videotape about a taxi driver in Columbia who is a self-proclaimed rock
and roll expert.
Joseph Murphy, Boone, N.C., $2000 ($1000 matched by $1000 from the North Carolina Arts Council)
for Art Saves Lives, a video documentary about a 72 year old victim of pancreatic cancer whose total preoccupation with sculpture has helped him overcome the destructive power of his disease.
Harriette Yahr, Miami, Fl., $2000 for an experimental narrative film titled The Burgeoning of Rodney
McLane, the story of a man stuck in a state of introspection.
Kevin Balling, Todd, N.C., $2000 ($1000 matched by $1000 from the North Carolina Arts Council) for a
videotape that documents the struggle of the James Bay Cree and Inuit to preserve their homelands and
culture threatened by the world's largest hydro-electric project.
Kevin Dill, Raleigh, N.C., $2000 ($1000 matched by $1000 from the North Carolina Arts Council) for
Michael Nunn, a video documentary about a young artist and his mysterious death in New York City.
Grace Wen Hwa Ts'ao, Richmond, Va., $1500 for an experimental narrative film that addresses the devaluation of the feminine sense of self under the influence of Chinese culture- an influence that continues
to characterize relationships between American women and men of Chinese descent.
Chris Farina, Charlottesville, Va., $1500 for West Main Street, a documentary film about the community
along this street, an exploration of the truth, heart, and soul of a particular place at a particular time.
Joseph Celli, Miami, Fl., $1000 for Drum Hands, a multichannel video performance work that incorporates prerecorded video with four live hand drummers to explore the essential relationship between hand
and drum from four cultures with the individual varies of each approach rooted in African culture.
C.E.Courtney, Gloster, Ms., $1500 ($1000 matched by $500 from the Mississippi Arts Commission) for
Nervous White Boy, a personal video documentary about the artist's family and their attempt to cope with
the murder of a relative and resume their everyday lives.
Connee Brayboy, Pembroke, N.C., an incentive grant of $400 ($200 matched by $200 from the North
Carolina Arts Council) to continue documenting Indian culture, history, and tradition through videotape.
Wmners of Equipment Access Grants made possible by the South Carolina Arts Commission Media
Arts Center are: RE. Henry, Atlanta, Ga., Film Production; Ed Midgett, Boone, N.C., Film Editing; Doug
Deneen, Durham, N.C., Video Production and Video Editing; Mick McNeely, Charlotte, N.C., Video
Editing; Richard Sampson, Columbia, S.C., VHS Video Production; Lib Willard, Raleigh, N.C., Computer
Graphics System; Michael DeMaria, Pensacola, Fl., Audio Studio.
The panel for the 1991 SEMFP was: Susan Ivers, media coordinator at the Ohio Arts Council; Gordon
Quin, an award-winning independent film and video maker from Chicago; and Linda Mabalot, an independent producer and executive director of Visual Communications, the oldest Asian Pacific media center in the country.
The Southeast Media Fellowship Program is coordinated by Appalshop in Whitesburg, Ky., and is made
possible by funds from the Media Arts Program of the National Endowment for the Arts with additional
support from the Kentucky Arts Council, the Louisiana Division of the Arts, the Mississippi Arts
Commission, the North Carolina Arts Council, the South Carolina Arts Commission, and the Tennessee
Arts Commission. Applications for the next Southeast Media Fellowship grant cycle will be available from
Appalshop in the fall of 1991. Call60&633-0108.

George Georgas

WILLIAM GILCHER

VALENCIA GOODMAN

CALLIE WARNER

College Park, Maryland

Atlanta, Georgia

Chapel Hill, North Carolina

illiam Gilcher, of the University of Maryland's
Visual Press. is the driving force behind Amidst
the Seven Stars, a ninety-minute dramatic film
exploring Southern cultural history as defined by a skilled
slave woman and her white patron. The pre-production film
will recount the story of Harriet Powers, a skilled quiltartist who used to be a slave, and Jennie Smith, a younger
white artist and teacher.
The setting is Athens, Georgia of the 19th century.
Gilcher wants to deal with the perception of violence surrounding the North Georgia area at that time. He said that
view prevailed in both the white and black newspapers of
that day, but that they ignored "the richness of culture, of
art and of spirituality that was there."
The film represents a tapestry of history and culture that
mirrors the purposefully woven quilts of Powers. She was
born a slave in 1837 and died in 1911, but her art lives on
in the Smithsonian and in the Boston Museum of Fine Arts,
thanks primarily to "upper-class whites who recognized
(her) intrinsic artistic qualities." The storyline deals with
the interaction between Powers and Smith; the latter tried
to purchase the former slave's quilts. Smith had wanted to
purchase a particular quilt, described by Gilcher as "narrative and religious in nature," for $10. Powers would not
sell her quilt, which blended imagery of the Bible, contemporary historical characters and legend, until drastic
circumstances left her in need of money.
Gilcher was introduced to Powers by Gladys Marie Fry,
a professor at Maryland who had just researched the venerable artisan. "It is one of those kinds of subjects that pulls
you in inspite of yourself," Gilcher said. "It gave me a sense
of diversity and richness that I hadn't seen in popular
culture."
"I am very interested in different people and how they
get along or don't get along in expressing the roots of their
culture."
Gilcher seems fascinated by the relationship between
Powers and Smith, women of divergent social classes who
came together under the aegis of truth and beauty. He himself seems struck by "the force of' Powers' quilting: "When
you get a quilt from Powers and you try to decode it, starting to look at all the messages in it, it is amazing how many
layers of meaning are there and the images start haunting
you, and the characters who create them start haunting
you."
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alencia Goodman's next film project considers the
plight of classical dancers who find themselves
'black and blue," to coin Louis Armstrong's poignant
lyric. Her prospective work, titled Black Swan, focuses on
the trials of a black female who aspires to dance in Swan
Lake.
The protagonist is "compelled to be a classical dancer in
spite of overwhelming resistance," Goodman said,
acknowledging that many of the hurdles are supplied by
well-meaning family members. She pointed out that parents usually regard the idea of a dancing career as a pipe
dream. Moreover, a black dancer faces more staggering
odds. Aside from the typical prejudices that pervade a cultural ethos, a more persuasive resistance is fostered in the
form of ready excuses: ''You're too dark to be in Swan Lake,
where white swans are the norm."
Goodman got the idea for her film after interviewing
black dancers on her Atlanta-based cable program, libretto
Arts and Entertainment Showcase. She said they intimated that their race was an additional impediment to "making it." In fact, one might say for a black to infiltrate the
traditionally white dance circuit is to create a movement
within a movement. After Goodman recorded these interviews, she began to notice the small number of black
dancers in dance. And so she conceived of a plot to reflect
this deficit.
Goodman said the film will begin with the protagonist's
introduction to ballet through a school field trip. "She
becomes inspired to dance, and that motivates her throughouther life," she said. "She has a pointto prove to the world."
The story develops to the stage where the black swan has
her chance to finally shine amidst the white swans.
Black Swan comes on the heels of Vision, a short film
Goodman completed last year. She said the film represents
"dance as a manifestation of the human spirit." Whereas
Vision is descriptive with respect to dance, Black Swan
would be prescriptive, as it shows not only how it is but how
it should be.
Goodman is currently raising money for her project, as
well as probably raising the spirits of many previously disavowed dancers. That is, she must acquire several accomplished dancers to interpret the numerous roles in her film.

For more information, contact William Gilcherc/o Visual
Press, 4321 Hardwick Road, Suite 306, University of MD,
College Park, MD 20740.

For more information, contact Valencia Goodman, P.O.
Box 150102, Atlanta, GA 30315-0181.

allie Warner intends for her film, Wandering in My
Soul, to highlight "the riches of the poor," to borrow
from the Smiths' lyric. That is, her focus is on the
people who frequent the Community Soup Kitchen in
Chapel Hill, North Carolina. She describes these seemingly
downtrodden people as beautiful threads in a constantly
unfolding artwork.
The impetus for making this documentary was the moving of the kitchen from the outskirts of town to a swank
downtown location. Warner had been working at the
kitchen for four years before the move was initiated. Her
decision to work there after her inaugural visit is all the
more commendable considering she was almost struck by
a chair thrown by a temperamental "client."
The Community Soup Kitchen, when in its old home,
was more like a blues nightclub, according to Warner. It
has lost much of its aesthetic lure in the more antiseptic
downtown environment, although many of the clients are
quite pleased with their more luxurious and efficient home
away from home. The documentary, which first-time producer Warner says will be without narration, serves to contrast the old and new settings, with linkage provided by the
people who have remained enlivened despite the changes.
Warner said the film's strength is in its obedience to the
"players," with the clients telling their "incredible" stories
and singing their songs. As producer and director, she
merely casts light on the diverse people at the kitchen/ shelter and lets them react accordingly. It was the variety oi the
caricatures there that kept her coming back to the center
in the first place. The long-time actress found many of the
people particularly theatrical. ''When I started working at
the kitchen it was like being thrown into the middle of a
well-rehearsed play. We have people there from different
countries, different socio-economic backgrounds, different
religious and political perspectives and varying educational backgrounds. At one table, you would have people discussing literature, at another about how they got kicked
out of their housing."
Moreover, Warner said the film would not only help us
relate better to the homeless and disenfranchised, but
would reflect meaningful impressions about our own condition. "The only time I had seen people stripped of their
facades was in the kitchen. The only differences between
these folks and the wealthy merchants a block away are
their methods of hiding from reality and themselves."
"Peel it all away and we're all exactly the same," she
added. "Being around (the clients) cuts through the
facades that are viewed as normal and healthy and gets you
right to the essence."
Although the people at Community are largely comfortable with Warner, she encountered a bit of resistance when
she introduced a strange cameraman into the fray during
shooting. Warner said some people regarded the filming
as "invasive," and they chose to remain private. But others
were more than willing to engage producer and camera
alike: "Some just completely unfolded; they let loose and
revealed things I would feel uncomfortable revealing on
film. They trusted the process and became very personal."
Having completed filming, Warner is busy editing and
tending to other postproduction chores. She expects the
film to be finished by the end of the year, upon which time
she hopes it will increase public awareness about the people depicted. Warner plans to show the documentary locally at numerous social, religious and civic functions, and she
ultimately hopes to air it on public television.

A photo of Harriet Powers, the subject ofWtlliam Gilcher's film
Amidst the Seven Stars.
(photo courtesy of Smithsonian Institute Press)

A still from Black Swan, a film by Valencia Goodman.
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For more information, contact Callie Warner, P. 0. Box
2252, Chapel Hill, NC 27515.

BILL GlASSCOCK

ERIC BREITENBACH

Lexington, Kentucky

Sanford, Florida

ature is celebrated in Bill Glasscock's animated just another planet ... with trees. His work,
which will run about five minutes long, is innovative in the sense that it doesn't involve the typical
character animation. The pencil tests of his film strip
represent natural scenes-both real and imaginary.
For example, the tree comes to symbolize life in
his film, but because there is no narration, anything
gleaned to that end is solely through the telling
images.
"(The film) is like much art," he said, "a synthesis
of ideas, experience, philosophy and aesthetics. I
grew up in the Knobs of Central Kentucky where I
witnessed a constant re-shaping of the land by natural forces."
Glasscock has worked on more traditional film, but
he decided animation might be an effective conduit
for his abstract ideas: "It occurred to me that animation was a good way to express certain visual phenomena and ideas that I was obsessed with."
But he tempers that euphoric quality with an admonition about man's interplay with nature, citing the
film's "undercurrent that we are at nature's whims."
Nature can endure, he added, but he questions man's
dedication to that end.
The drawings offer detailed renditions of things
natural, but they are deliberately ambiguous. An
image can be haunting and yet inviting, a summons
for the viewer to explore and implore. "Not that I want
to be particularly vague, but it goes along with my
philosophy of how things go in this life; everything
should be open for interpretation."
The pencil tests that will be captured on film may
span less than five minutes, but they were shot from
more than 2,200 drawings. Glasscock expects to add
more, as he wants to adjust the "rhythm and pace" of
the film.
He has all the funding he needs to finish his work,
which carries a target date of August, 1992. He is currently looking to add an "organic" soundtrack to the
animation.

magine a state where an animal is lent not only to
the indigenous Indian population for harvesting
and also to transplanted yankees as principal pets,
but also provides the inspiration for amusement
parks. The setting is Florida, the protagonist is the
alligator and the author is Eric Breitenbach, who
would explore the natural and delicate association
between animal and man.
While Breitenbach's 60-minute documentary
would not be so much about science or symbiosis, he
is careful to highlight how meaningful such an interaction can be - for each party and the environment
in general.
Breitenbach said his focus would never be rose-colored, as he means to engage a social consciousness.
"It is not a film about alligators as much as a film about
attitudes and values people hold toward the natural
world."
He said the film is not "politically oriented" but possesses a "certain attitude." The film, which is to preclude narration, will unfold as a book with
interweaving chapters. The production begins with
an adventurous man wading in a Florida river and gently grasping an alligator, he turns to the camera to
explain the next scene is of a retiree who is feeding
his pet reptile "Albert."
Needless to say, the recurring theme is the alligator itself, though the film moves away from natural
history to a broader philosophical perspective, "probing the areas of ethnography, economics, culture,
commerce and politics."
Breitenbach does not expect to raise all the money
needed for production until1992, but he hopes to have
finished a trailer by December. He anticipates that
this film increment will feature the aforementioned
personalities while exploring the essential themes: a
"prayer for the dying" and "hope for the future."
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For more information, contact Bill Glasscock, 439
Oldham Avenue, Lexington, KY 40502.

George Echo Georgas is a master's student in English
and a film buff, and must say that Walker Percy's The
Moviegoer is begrudging in its calculated intensity.
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For more information, contact Eric Breitenbach, c/o
Black Lab Productions, 1505 Palmetto Ave., Sanford,
FL32771.

Selected frames from Bill Glasscock's just another planet... with trees

On the cover: Producer ofPBS' Voices and Visions .. Lawrence Pitkethly taught a weekend seminar on Producing Documentaries for Television during the
Third Annual Southeastern Media Institute. (Photo by Dennis Hasty)
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